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Sterling Power Products
Supplementary Handout

New to 2022
Ÿ PCU face lift + new features
Ÿ BBX - <6KW high performance DC to DC charger
Ÿ New range of waterproof and non-waterproof DC to DC chargers
Ÿ 48V pure sine wave inverters
Ÿ Induction hobs
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Welcome to Sterling Power Products’ 2022 trade show handout, and thank you for taking your time to look 
through this breakdown of our upcoming offerings to the power market. The ongoing pandemic, the global 
political climate and the global semiconductor shortage have complicated our market, but Sterling has remained 
dedicated to its pledge to innovate and has developed the following new product lines to provide our customers 
and clients for the next year. We hope that they help to continue offering solutions to your power distribution 
needs.

If you would like any clarification, further information or consultation regarding any Sterling product, please email 
us at info@sterling-power.com or call us on 01905 771771

Your 100 % satisfaction is our goal. We realise that every customer and circumstance is unique. If you have a 
problem, question, or comment please do not hesitate to contact us. We welcome you to contact us even after 
the warranty and return time has passed.

Each product manufactured by Sterling Power comes with at least a 2 year limited factory warranty. Certain 
Products have a warranty period of time greater than 2 years. Each product is guaranteed against defects in 
material or workmanship from the date of purchase. At our discretion, we will repair or replace free of charge any 
defects in material or workmanship that fall within the warranty period of the Sterling Power product. 

Copyright © 2021 Sterling Power. All rights reserved.
Reproduction, transfer, distribution or storage of part or all of the contents of this document is strictly prohibited. If 
you wish to use all of this document, or excerpts from it, Sterling Power must be contacted. 

Sterling’s Pro Combi S range of inverter / chargers has had a colour change. Specifications remain the same. 
The models are still 12V / 24V | 2500W / 3500W 

The Sterling Battery Protect Device shall provide both high voltage and low voltage protection to either lead acid 
or lithium batteries. High voltage protection offers instant isolation. The relay rating is up to 300A with smaller 
models, too. More to be discussed on our website - please scan the QR code.    
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Fig 2.1
New Combi Chassis

Fig 2.2
Battery Protect 

with cover

Fig 2.3
Battery Protect
without cover

Power W
2500
3500
2500
2500

DC V 
12
12
 24
 24

SKU
PCS122500
PCS123500
PCS242500
PCS243500



90-270VAC // 45-65Hz

130-320VDC

90.4%

Suitable for all battery types within the voltage range. Lithium included. 

Dependent on model. PCU1210 has two outputs. All other models have three outputs.

11 preset battery types, including 4x lithium presets. In the unlikely case none of our presets suit your batteries 
perfectly, we also have two custom profiles. One for lithium custom, one for lead acid custom. 

Live output voltage so as to offer the ability to wake up a dormant BMS
Low temperature (0DegC) charge disconnect (In place of the temperature compensation featured on lead acid)
A feed that allows your BMS to disable charge, with either a positive or resistance based connection

-40DegC  to  +60DegC

UL, UKCA, CSA, CE, EN, TUV, CEC Compliant

0.25A signal output that mirrors the active output voltage, useful for signalling relays or other voltage based 
controls

2.4% on voltage and current

+/- 1% on voltage and current

0.976 at 230V

Five years

Temperature sensor protections 
Fan obstruction monitoring
DC High Voltage Trip
DC Low Voltage Trip
DC Output Fault (Reverse Polarity)
BMS shutdowns

A rearrangement of the terminal access, and of the endcap
itself offers an improved user experience. Side latches allow
quicker and simpler access to the cable access if desired. 

PRO CHARGE ULTRA 2

AC Input
OR

DC Input

Efficiency

Battery Chemistries

Number of outputs

Preset Battery Profiles

Lithium Features

Operating Temperature

Approvals

Signal Output

Total Harmonic Distortion

Display Accuracy

Power Factor

Warranty Period

Protections 

Improved Ergonomics

Models

Marine Grade Global Input AC/DC Battery Charger, Updated
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PCU2

Rating (A)
10
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
20
20
15

DC (V)
12
12
12
12
12
12
24
24
32
36
48

Size
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
B
B
B
B

SKU
PCU1210
PCU1220
PCU1230
PCU1240
PCU1250
PCU1260
PCU2420
PCU2430
PCU3220
PCU3620
PCU4815

Size A - 260mm x 215mm x 90mm

Size B - 315mm x 215mm x 90mm

Fig 3.1
Size A PCU

Fig 3.2
Size B PCU



The BBX is the culmination of years of experience in the power distribution sector and features technology that 
we firmly believe to be superior to anything the market presently has to offer, and as such, we are proud to 
present it as our newest flagship DC/DC product line, to be evolved as the market needs. 

The BBX is a high powered, highly efficient, highly customisable bidirectional battery charger, allowing complete 
control of your DC system, even across voltage scales. In one BBX you benefit from a 12-12V, 12-24V, 24-24V 
and 24-12V charger, to suit a wide variety of client and user needs - and its bidirectional ability means that we can 
move perfectly regulated power however needed.

The BBX comes with 7 available preset battery types for output voltages. These pre-designed options have 
been made with the current average absorption and float voltages on the market, aiming to make install as quick 
and easy for all customers. Totally customisable input and output voltages, at the users behest.

In the instance that our preset options don’t perfectly meet your output requirements, the output voltage of the 
BBX can be customised entirely to your needs. Using the custom feature of the BBX, the user can choose an 
output voltage from the BBX, at a range from 0V up to 32V, in increments of 0.1V. 

The output of the BBX, by default, adheres to a four stage charging profile to offer your batteries the safest and 
most efficient charge output that we can generate. Charging with a four stage profile (Bulk, Absorption, 
Conditioning, Float) offers your batteries a quicker charge rate that puts your batteries health and performance 
as a priority. 

The BBX can also be easily set into DC/DC converter mode, that allows complete DC voltage control as a 
constant power supply on the output, independent of a variable voltage on the input. 

The BBX offers complete current control, as well as voltage control. The current limit on the output can be 
defined and adjusted in 5-10A increments, from 0A up to the rating of the unit itself. 

One of the defining features of the BBX is its ability to output to either terminal, and each direction can be 
customised with all of the above features and complete precision, entirely independently of the other directions 
setup. 

Overrides all low voltage  restrictions (for a time frame) and harvests maximum power from the auxiliary 
battery and regulates a max power dump into the engine battery to charge and start the engine at full 
current.

A and B remote sense wires allow for pinpoint voltage charging accuracy, even across long cable runs, and 
cable sag diagnostic reviews in both directions, advising or warning the user on poor wiring or blown fuses.

1x included temperature sensor, performing temperature compensation for non-lithium batteries, and offers 
an output shutdown at 0DegC when interfacing with lithium.

On top of the above 0DegC charge shutdown (programmable), the BBX also features a BMS positive or 
negative shutdown feed, giving your BMS direct charge control if demanded. 

Sterling understands that some fitters would like to know the exact parameters their fitted equipment will be 
operating at. The BBX features an OEM lock function, locking in all previously established setting 
parameters and preventing further tampering or misuse. All information on the unit is still accessible.  

The engagement parameters for the BBX are fully customisable, with the following options. 
1) Fully automatic, works based on pre-determined on/off voltages at the DC terminals. These are adjustable.
2) Ignition feed with starter battery protection.
3) Ignition feed with no low voltage protection (ideal for Euro 6+ vehicles)
4) Vibration sensing (ideal for Euro 6+ vehicles) - various sensitivity settings. Unit can activate based on vibration 
when engine starts. 
5) Custom set ignition feed - adjustable voltage parameters. 

Even though this product has an eye watering amount of options / custom settings the base product is designed 
for 90% of operations with no setup required. Simply connect the BBX between two battery banks. The unit will 
automatically select the battery voltages and you simply push the agree button to confirm. 

The BBX features a quiet and efficient fan, to regulate its own temperature and guarantee continuous full power 
operation up to 40DegC ambient. Full thermal throttling offers continual reduced operation at up to 80DegC

Two digital displays to offer voltage, current and temperature readings for either connected side.

PRO BATT X  PT 1

Summary

Features
Preset Battery Types

Complete Output Control 

Four Stage Charging

DC/DC Converter

Adjustable Current Limit

Independent Bidirectional 
Control

Emergency Start Function

Remote Voltage Sense
and Cable Sag Diagnostics 

Temperature Sensor

Lithium Compatibility

OEM Lock

Choosable Activation Modes

Simple to install

Thermal Regulation

Digital Displays

A High Powered Bidirectional Battery to Battery Charger - 0V-32V  

PRO BATT X PT 1 04
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On terminals A or B, 8V-32.2V (Warns below 9V)

On terminals A or B, 1V-32V

Up to 98.2% efficient, at full power (24V-12V at 200A output)

200A current limit, at 24V-24V this amounts to ~6KW

3x 8mm bolt terminals. BATT A, COMMON NEGATIVE, BATT B

Multi-coloured LCD screens for current, voltage and temperature on BATT A and BATT B. 

E Marking Pending, Seeking UL Approval

Temperature monitoring (Internal, Batt A, Batt B) with regulation and shutdown if needed
Over current protections (hardware and software)
Over voltage protections (hardware and software)
Voltage sag, fuse blowing (software monitoring, remote voltage sense)
BMS shutdown signals
Lithium 0DegC shutdown
Reverse polarity protection

Throttles at 70DegC, Cuts off at 90DegC on unit. Disables charge if battery temperature reaches 50DegC 
Powers up and operates at full power down to -20DegC

+/- 1%, all displays

PRO BATT X  PT 2 A High Powered Bidirectional Battery to Battery Charger - 0V-32V  
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DC Input

DC Output

Efficiency

Max Output

Connections

Display

Approvals

Protections

Operating Range DegC

Display Accuracy

Models Rating (A)
50

100
150
200

DC V Scale
12/24
12/24
12/24
12/24

Weight (Kg)
2

2.5
3

3.5

SKU
BBX50

BBX100
BBX150
BBX200

Depth – 78mm

Width – 203mm 

Length (mm)
280
320
360
400

Fig 5.1
BBX200 Diagram

+ +- -

12V OR 24V in
2-32V out

Up to 200A 
Fully bidirectional  

12V OR 24V in
2-32V out
Up to 200A 
Fully bidirectional  



93% efficiency, offering you the best harvest and greatest cooling

Two negative terminals, to make a common negative install simpler,
and six simple to choose charge profiles

Allows for control over your DC installation. Charging currents are known,
demand on alternator is known, cable thickness and fuses are known.
 
Reliable and controlled voltage output, live output modes (to wake a
BMS), low temperature output shutdown (0DegC) and BMS shutdowns

12V 70A and 12V 120A input models available

Smart alternators pose a new challenge, in that their typically low output
voltages don’t activate conventional relays. This BB offers ignition feed or vibration sense activation.

6 self recovering protections

Aluminium housing, a water resistant fan, and our most efficient waterproof board yet all meet to provide you with 
the longest time frame of full powered operation before thermal regulation that we could imagine on a waterproof 
unit. 

This sealed device comes with pre-wired cable (1.5m long), pre-fused, with 8mm ring terminals.  

Simple installation and setup, no more magnets needed

Using the same interface and software as our existing BB range, the user benefits from ::
Ÿ Complete lithium compatibility, including current limiting and low temperature trip
Ÿ Full range of 12V to 48V models, with almost any combination within that range
Ÿ 7 preset battery types, plus a customisable charge profile for if the presets aren’t perfect for your needs
Ÿ Custom voltage engagement settings, and an ignition feed 
Ÿ Simple to use buttons for configuration 

400W and solar variants available, with 800W models in active development

       

      Denotes the solar variant, up to 31VOC solar input, 350W

      Denotes the isolated output variant of BBW. The isolated variant will allow
      users to balance batteries that they are ‘centre tapped’ from without affecting
      the balance of the rest of their 24, 36 or 48V banks. This product is still in development - refer to website. 

EXPANDED BB RANGE New offerings to our DC/DC range, focussing on power and waterproofing  
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New BB Features
Buck Boost technology

Simple to install and set up

Current limiting (On input)

Lithium Compliant

Charge currents

Euro 6 / Smart Alternator 
Compliant

Self protected

Models

New BBW Features
High Efficiency Waterproof 

DC/DC Charger

Cables and fusing included

Simple setup

BB Software

Broad range

Models

Rating (A)
70 on Input

120 on Input

DC V In/Out
12/12
12/12

Weight (Kg)
1

1.8

SKU
BB1270

BB12120

Length (mm)
200
270

Width (mm)
130
130

Depth (mm)
56
73

Rating (A)
30 on Input
30 on Input
15 on Input
15 on Input
30 on Input
30 on Input
30 on Input
15 on Input
30 on Input

DC V In/Out
12/12
12/24
24/12
24/24
12/12
12/36
12/48
24/48
12/12

Weight (Kg)
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

SKU
BBW1230

BBW122430
BBW241215
BBW242415
BBWS1230
BBW123630
BBW124830
BBW244815
BBWI1230

L x W x D (mm)
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
168 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94
128 x 238 x 94

Fig 6.1
BB12120 l BB1270

BB

Fig 6.2
BBW1230



Sterling historically has focussed on the development of 12V and 24V units, 
however, with the developing 48V market, a new range of high powered 48V pure 
sine wave inverters has been developed. 12V and 24V models in development.

A clear white and red finish allows swift identification and distinction between 
existing inverter ranges.

Pure sine, 200-240VAC, 50-60HZ output, ensuring your 230VAC equipment, 
regardless of its wave form requirements, will run. 

Many inverters see their output capabilities suffer as the input voltage sags. The 
PS series strives to offer you full output down to 42.0V.

Clear LCD display and a high clarity remote control offers (except on 48V) full 
control and understanding of your unit without being next to it. 

Each induction hob ring can operate from as low as 200W (800W pulsed) up to 
1500W, giving the user full control over their power usage and allowing the 
product to be used on pure sine wave inverters, as low as 800W. 

Zinc alloy plated frames and an easy to clean glass face means the hobs can be 
kept clean with ease.

Simple to understand touch controls, and an up to date informational display 
ensures you know exactly what the hob is doing, and what you’re adjusting. 

Induction hobs are safer than gas, open flame or resistance based cooking by the 
nature of how they operate. Our induction hobs also feature over temperature, 
over-or-under voltage and over-current protections, as well as error signals for if 
you are using the wrong cookware. 

The twin hob models (IHFB l IHSBS) can be individually set to their own power 
settings, independent of the other hob. They can each be ran at up to 1800W 
individually, or a maximum of 1400W each at the same time, to a 2800W limit 
overall. 

Comes with 1.5m of AC cable with a British Standard BS plug already prepared 
and installed.

CE, EMC, ROHS approval.

Power (W)
1500
1500
2800
2800

AC (V)
230
230
230
230

Mountable
N
Y
Y
Y

SKU
IHP
IH1

IHFB
IHSBS

Hobs
1
1
2
2

L x W x D (mm)
282 x 311 x 72
288 x 288 x 82 
520 x 290 x 90 
365 x 575 x 90

Power (W)
2000
4000

DC (V)
48
48

LxWxD (mm)
450x252x101
535x252x101

SKU
PS482000
PS484000

Weight (Kg)
5.5
8.5

OTHER PRODUCTS Our new 48V pure sine wave inverters and induction hobs
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OTHER PRODUCTS 07

48V Inverters
New Voltage Range

New Design

Pure Sine Wave

Full Output Range

Clear Interface

Models

Induction Hobs
Multiple Power Levels

Made To Last

Simple Interface

Safe

Power Sharing (Twin Hobs)

Pre-Cabled

Approvals

Models

Fig 7.1
PS122000

Fig 7.3
IHP

Fig 7.6
IHSBS

Fig 7.4
IH1

Fig 7.2
Future Face Panel

Fig 7.5
IHFB



Unit 8 Wassage Way
Hampton Lovett Industrial Estate

Droitwich
Worcestershire

WR9 0NX

01905 771771
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